In this paper, we show that the orbits of some simple group actions parametrize cubic rings and quaternion rings.
In this paper, we show that the orbits of some simple group actions parametrize cubic rings and quaternion rings.
Let R be either a local ring or a principal ideal domain. A cubic ring A over R is, by definition, a commutative, associative R-algebra with unit, which is free of rank 3 as an R-module. We will show that the isomorphism classes of cubic rings over R correspond bijectively to the orbits of the group GL 2 (R) acting on a free R-module M of rank 4. This action is faithful, and arises from a twist of the usual action on binary cubic forms. The case when R = Z was treated in [DF, §15] for non-zero discriminants, and in [GGS, §4] in general.
A quaternion ring A over R is, by definition, an associative R-algebra with unit, which is free of rank 4 as an R-module. We further require A to have an antiinvolution α → α * fixing R, with t(α) = α + α * and n(α) = αα * = α * α in R. Then α satisfies the quadratic polynomial f α (x) = x 2 − t(α)x + n(α)
over R. Finally, we insist that the characteristic polynomial of left multiplication by α on A is equal to f α (x) 2 .
We will show that the isomorphism classes of quaternion rings over R correspond bijectively to the orbits of the group GL 3 (R) acting on a free R-module M of rank 6. The action is faithful, and arises from a twist of the usual action on ternary quadratic forms. The case when R = Z was treated in [L] . The condition on the characteristic polynomial was suggested by M. Bhargava, and it simplifies the final results.
Free R-algebras of finite rank
We recall that R is either a local ring or a principal ideal domain. Let A be an associative R-algebra with unit, which is free of rank n ≥ 1 as an R-module. Let 1 denote the unit element of A, and consider the R-module homomorphism f : R → A mapping r to f (r) = r · 1. Lemma 1.1. The map f is an injection, and the quotient R-module A/(R · 1) is free of rank (n − 1).
Proof. If f (r) = 0, then r · a = r · (1 · a) = (r · 1) · a = 0 · a = 0 for any a in A. Hence r annihilates A. Since the R-action on a non-zero free R-module is faithful, r = 0. Now assume R is local, with maximal ideal m. Let k = R/m be the quotient field, and let mA be the associated sub-module of A. Then V = A/mA is a k-vector space of dimension n. We claim that 1 (mod m) is a non-zero vector in V . If not, 1 lies in mA. Since a = 1 · a, this would imply that A = mA, which by Nakayama's Lemma implies that A = 0, a contradiction.
Since 1 = 0 in V , we can extend it to a basis 1, v 2 , v 3 , . . . , v n of V over k. Lift these vectors to elements 1, a 2 , . . . , a n of A. By Nakayama's Lemma, these lifts give an R-basis for A. Hence a 2 , . . . , a n give an R-basis for the quotient A/(R · 1).
The case when R is a principal ideal domain is similar.
Cubic rings
Let R be a local ring or a principal ideal domain, and let N be a free R-module of rank 2. We will identify the orbits of the group Aut(N ) ≃ GL 2 (R) acting on the
with the isomorphism classes of cubic rings A over R.
The module M is free of rank 4, and can be identified with the binary cubic polynomials on N = Re 1 + Re 2 , with a group action twisted by 2 N . A binary cubic polynomial is an expression p(e 1 , e 2 ) = ae 
The group GL 2 (R) acts on M by the formula
This action is faithful; the diagonal matrices g = α δ have eigenvalues α 
Associated to any p in M , we define a cubic ring over R with basis 1, i, j and multiplication rules ij = −ad,
We will now show that every cubic ring A has an R-basis whose multiplication laws take this simple form (we call this a good basis for A).
By Lemma 1.1, we may choose a basis 1, ω 2 , ω 3 of A over R containing 1. Then for some r, s, t in R we may write ω 2 ω 3 = r + sω 2 + tω 3 (here and in the sequel, using Lemma 1.1, we write r in place of r · 1). Let i = ω 2 − t and j = ω 3 − s. Then 1, i, j is a basis for which the product ij = r + st lies in R. Write the products as
The two associative laws i 2 j = i(ij) and ij 2 = (ij)j then imply that
For example,
Equating coefficients of i and j gives the identities
Similarly, the associative law i · j 2 = (ij)j implies the identity n = −bd. Hence, the multiplication laws for a good basis take the form described above, and every cubic ring A has a good basis.
The association of the multiplicative constants of a good basis to a cubic polynomial p thus establishes a map from cubic rings A with a good basis to binary cubic polynomials in M , and this map is surjective. A short calculation shows that a change of good basis has the form 
1 Hence we have proved the following.
Proposition 2.1. Let N be a free R-module of rank 2. There is a bijection between the set of orbits of the action of
and the set of isomorphism classes of cubic rings A over R.
This result can be extended to one over an arbitrary ring R, relating projective R-modules N of rank 2 with an element p in Sym 3 (N ) ⊗ ( 2 N ) −1 to projective R-modules A of rank 3 with a commutative algebra structure. The rank-2 quotient module A/(R · 1) is then isomorphic to the dual module Hom(N, R).
1 An observation of Bhargava [B] helps shorten the calculation: for a cubic ring A, consider the cubic map A/(R · 1) → V 3 A ≃ R given by ξ → 1 ∧ ξ ∧ ξ 2 ; choosing a good basis for A reproduces its associated cubic form p, and the desired effect of basis change easily follows.
Examples
We now give some examples of the correspondence in the previous section.
The form
p(e 1 , e 2 ) = 0, with ∆ = 0, corresponds to the cubic ring
2. The form p(e 1 , e 2 ) = e 2 1 e 2 − e 2 2 e 1 , with ∆ = 1, corresponds to the cubic ring
gives an isomorphism of rings A ≃ R 3 .
3. Finally, the form p(e 1 , e 2 ) = e 
the element α satisfies the monic polynomial p(x) = x 3 + bx 2 + cx + d, and
The discriminant ∆ of A is equal to
If b = 0, this simplifies to the classical formula ∆ = −4c 3 − 27d 2 .
Quaternion Rings
Let N be a free R-module of rank 3. We will identify the orbits of the group Aut(N ) = GL(N ) ≃ GL 3 (R) acting on the R-module M = Sym 2 (N ∨ ) ⊗ 3 N with the isomorphism classes of quaternion rings A over R.
The R-module M is free of rank 6, and can be identified with the module of ternary quadratic forms, with a twisted group action. A ternary quadratic form over R is an expression q(x, y, z) = ax 2 + by 2 + cz 2 + uyz + vxz + wxy with coefficients a, b, c, u, v, w in R. The (half-)discriminant ∆(q) of q is given by
The group GL 3 (R) acts on the R-module M of all ternary quadratic forms by the formula:
This action is faithful; the diagonal matrices g =
Associated to q(x, y, z) in M , we define a quaternion ring A over R with basis 1, i, j, k and muliplication laws:
We note that since i 2 − ui + bc = 0, we have i + i * = u and ii * = i * i = bc. Hence we find
Hence ji = −uv + vi + uj + ck. We can calculate kj and ik in a similar manner. Finally, we have the formula
The quaternion ring A can be identified with the even part of the Clifford algebra of the quadratic space (N, q), where N = Re 1 + Re 2 + Re 3 , and q(xe 1 + ye 2 + ze 3 ) = q(x, y, z).
If C + (N, q) = R · 1 + Re 2 e 3 + Re 3 e 1 + Re 1 e 2 then i corresponds to e 2 e 3 , j to e 3 e 1 , and k to e 1 e 2 . (For example, since in a Clifford algebra e 2 i = q(e i ), we have e 1 e 2 + e 2 e 1 = q(e 1 + e 2 ) − q(e 1 ) − q(e 2 ) = w, and ij = e 2 e 2 3 e 1 = q(e 3 )e 2 e 1 = c(w − e 1 e 2 ) = c(w − k), etc.) We now show that every quaternion ring A over R arises in this manner. Using the results of §1, we may choose a basis for A over R containing 1, which we denote 1, i, j, k . Adding suitable constants to i, j, and k, we may arrange that the multiplication laws are given by:
We call such a basis a good basis for A over R.
The products kj, ik, and ji can be calculated using the anti-automorphism of A. For example,
and hence ik = bj + uk + (w − β)i + (s + βu − bv − uw).
The associativity of A implies the following relation on the structure coefficients for the multiplication of a good basis:
For example, we have j(kk * ) = (jk)k * .
Since kk * = −n, the left-hand side is equal to −nj. The right-hand side is equal to
Using the formula for ik above, we see that
Hence, equating the coefficients of j and k, we find n = −ab and r = au.
The other identities are obtained in a similar fashion.
We have therefore obtained the following multiplication formulae of a good basis of A over R:
To identify A with an even Clifford algebra, we must show that α = β = γ = 0.
To do this, we use the observations above to calculate that the trace of the endomorphism "left multiplication by i" on A is equal to 2u + γ. Since we insist, in the definition of a quaternion ring A, that the characteristic polynomial of this endomorphism is (x 2 − ux + bc) 2 , its trace is equal to 2u, and hence γ = 0. Considering the trace of left multiplication by j and k gives α = β = 0. Hence, every quaternion ring has a good basis with multiplication given by the six constants a, b, c, u, v, w in R as in the algebra A = C + (N, q). This establishes a map from quaternion rings A with a good basis to ternary quadratic forms q in M , and this map is surjective.
The good bases for A over R form a principal homogeneous space for the group GL 3 (R). A short calculation reveals that changing to another good basis for A gives the twisted action of GL 3 (R) on the space of ternary forms; see [L] for an argument using the Clifford algebra structure.
2 Thus, we have established the following.
Proposition 4.1. Let N be a free R-module of rank 3. There is a bijection between the set of orbits of the action of GL(N ) ≃ GL 3 (R) on the R-module M = Sym 2 (N ∨ ) ⊗ 3 N and the set of isomorphism classes of quaternion rings A over R.
Examples
We now give some examples of the correspondence in §4.
The form
q(x, y, z) = 0, with ∆ = 0, corresponds to the quaternion ring A = R + Ri + Rj + Rk with good basis satisfying i 2 = j 2 = k 2 = ij = jk = ki = 0. This is isomorphic to the even exterior algebra A = 0 N + 2 N on the rank 3 R-module N .
2. The form q(x, y, z) = xy + yz + zx, with ∆ = 1, 2 For a shorter calculation, consider the map φ :
This is a ternary quadratic form in each variable separately, and the properties of the antiautomorphism imply that φ(σ, τ ) = φ(τ, σ). Furthermore, φ(σ, σ) = 0, and we find that φ determines a (ternary) quadratic map V 2 (A/(R · 1)) → R, for which it can be checked that a choice of good basis for A reproduces its associated form q. Changing good basis can then easily be seen to produce the twisted action on q.
corresponds to the quaternion ring A = R + Ri + Rj + Rk with good basis satisfying i 2 = i, j 2 = j, k 2 = k, jk = ki = ij = 0. The map taking
identifies A with the ring M 2 (R) of 2 × 2 matrices over R.
3. Finally, the form q(x, y, z) = ax 2 + by 2 + cz 2 , with ∆ = 4abc, corresponds to the quaternion ring
with good basis satisfying
The norm form on elements Ri + Rj + Rk of trace zero in A is given by
If a = b = c = −1 and R is the field of real numbers, A is isomorphic to Hamilton's quaternions.
The Gorenstein condition
In both the cubic and quaternion case, the ring A is Gorenstein over R (in the sense that the A-module Hom(A, R) is locally free of rank 1) if and only if the cubic or quadratic form is primitive (in the sense that the ideal generated by its coefficients is equal to R) [GGS, §5] , [L, §1.9] .
For an alternate perspective in the quaternion case, we may use the following observation about the odd part of the Clifford algebra for rank-3 quadratic spaces.
Proposition 6.1. Let N be a free R-module of rank 3 and q be a ternary quadratic form. If A = C + (N, q) is the even part of the Clifford algebra of the quadratic space (N, q), then we have an isomorphism of A-modules
Note that this result differs significantly from the case of binary quadratic forms q(x, y) = ax 2 + bxy + cy 2 , where A = C + (N, q) is the quadratic ring of discriminant D = b 2 − 4ac, and C − (N, q) is the rank-1 A-module whose isomorphism class corresponds to q(x, y).
To see that the Proposition holds, consider a form q with coefficients q(x, y, z) = ax 2 + by 2 + cz 2 + uyz + vxz + wxy as in §4. If we regard N = Re 1 + Re 2 + Re 3 as the degree-1 piece of the full Clifford algebra C(N, q), then N ⊂ C − (N, q) ; now consider the pairing
induced by multiplication in C(N, q). This gives an isomorphism of R-modules from C − (N, q) to Hom(C + (N, q), R); for example, it is easily checked on Clifford basis elements that the basis 1, e 2 e 3 , e 3 e 1 , e 1 e 2 of A = C + (N, q), is dual via the above pairing to the basis e 1 e 2 e 3 − ue 1 − we 3 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 of C − (N, q), if we associate re 1 e 2 e 3 (mod N ) to r ∈ R. Moreover, the pairing can be used to express the required C + (N, q)-module structure as στ, θ = σ, τ θ , and this follows from the associativity of multiplication in C(N, q). Now a routine argument establishes the Gorenstein condition for A = C + (N, q), but portions of the reasoning are efficient in light of the above Proposition. For example, suppose for brevity that R is a local ring with maximal ideal m. (The case where R is a principal ideal domain is similar, via localizing at each prime.) To show that the primitivity of q implies A is Gorenstein, we will observe that if the form q ≡ 0 (mod m), then C − (N, q) is a free A-module.
For, suppose q ≡ 0 (mod m). Then it is easily checked that if, for example, a ≡ 0 (mod m), then C − (N, q) = C + (N, q) · e 1 ; if instead a ≡ b ≡ c ≡ 0 (mod m) and u ≡ 0 (mod m), then C − (N, q) = C + (N, q) · (e 2 + e 3 ); the other cases are analogous, so that the A-module C − (N, q) is always free of rank 1, as desired.
